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Fabricated Homogeneity - Looking back into what we weren't

In a vast landscape with fields and mountains, four geese — or, mascots or puppets of
geese — sit on folding chairs to stare at the scene in front of them. At the point where their gazes
end, a dead goose lies in the field. As the title of the painting, Sightseeing (2022), may hint, the
setting in the work may be a movie set or a camping site for tourists, because of the green folding
chairs that the geese mascots are sitting in, which have the phrase “Forced Landing Survivors
Club” printed on the back. The phrase implies who they are and what they have gone through,
but the geese don’t seem to know what’s written behind them. The clothes that the geese are
wearing become identity markers — blue jeans with a red-and-white striped shirt, an argyle
patterned sweater, a Hawaiian shirt, and an athletic uniform — that may also be read as mundane
American outfits. Between the mascots and the presumably real but dead goose, and from the
clothing, a question about authenticity and assimilation emerges. The mascots might have
survived their “forced landing” unlike the real goose, but it is unclear whether it was their
assimilation to the locale that helped them survive, or if their new wardrobes only resulted in the
loss of their original selves.
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Sightseeing, 2022, oil on canvas, 48 x 56 in

***
Migration makes us recalibrate our identity. Such recalibrations are often prompted by
unfamiliar environments and cultural elements like language, symbols, and norms. Within those
elements, I have found my identity obscured and reconstructed by the existing stereotypes. The
fact that I have yellow skin with dark hair and eyes did not matter — or it didn’t come to my
attention that I have those features — in the place I came from. Once these features became
indications that I could be a misfit in certain contexts, my perception of the social environment
operated differently. I was left with a feeling of disjuncture about the common cultural cues in
the United States, as well as my reassigned identity. This feeling has been a part of me since the
day I landed on this continent, but in the last couple years particularly, I have had a strong sense
of certainty that I will remain a perpetual foreigner, even though it has been a while since I was
naturalized as a U.S citizen.
6

As a painter, I tend to work through the ideas and imagery that surround me. The word
“Americana” constantly arose in critiques of my work from my first semester in the MFA
program at Hunter. From observing the works by my colleagues that generated the term, I
thought I had at least a partial understanding of what Americana is, but now I doubt if I actually
do. As far as I understand it, the term describes the set parameters and ingredients of
“Americanness,” which excludes most non-Western cultures even though they make up a good
portion of the total population of this nation.
Sixteen years have passed since I settled in this country and I’m certain that I have
familiarized myself with the visual cultures of “Americana.” I have lived in and traveled to more
than a dozen states in different regions, and over the course of the experience, I have found the
common denominators that represent the general idea of the country, or “Americanness.” To list
a few: “Donate your boat” billboard ads on the freeways, cell phone towers disguised as trees,
Harley-Davidson bike riders, gnome figurines and mini US flags decorating front yards, the
cover design of composition notebooks, etc. These things that I have constantly seen over time in
multiple states I’ve lived in have eventually become too familiar to me. But why do they
generate not feelings of belonging but the opposite? Rather than any homelike feelings, a sense
of unhomeliness and anxiety is embedded in my identity. As a naturalized citizen in this country,
I have been contemplating cultural identity, since that best describes the type of internal conflicts
I go through.
As a solution to this problem, in my own life, I have chosen to assimilate, to integrate
myself into a thread of societal normalcy. After a long trial period, I found that a sense of
dissonance derives from such attempts and failures to assimilate. Mimicking the local vernacular
accents, saying hello to a stranger, and mumbling the pledge of allegiance have become
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performative acts, rather than genuine practices I uphold as a member of the community I’m
physically in. But I understand this performance is a prerequisite of the host country for all
immigrants, regardless of how sincere and convincing it is to others.
This experience of feeling anxiety and dissonance as an immigrant eventually led me to
think about the word “uncanny.” Typically, it is used to describe something eerie or strange in an
unsettling way, but I started developing an idea of making something “strangely homely,”
drawing from Freud’s term “unhomeliness (unheimlich).”1 In surveying the notion of
foreignness, the Bulgarian-French philosopher Julia Kristeva’s book Strangers to Ourselves
(1991) connects the Fruedian concept of “unhomliness” with a feeling of “uncanny strangeness,”
which is generated by repressed anxiety that leads to alienation and othering within a certain
social dynamic.2 From reading this text, I acknowledged the cause of my anxious response to
certain national imageries and became aware of my desire and failure to project myself as a
“native U.S citizen.” All of which made me dive into the concerns of perceiving foreignness
among the commons and identifying the commonalities within foreignness.

***
Humor and satire are the best tools to confront and reveal the anxiety, absurdity, or
“uncanny strangeness” that lives in the entire body of my work. I use an offbeat humor that later
reveals a subtle underlying violence. Humor lightens the weight of the disturbance that I get from
frequent experiences of exclusion and discrimination. Wit and comedy are the quickest and most
efficient methods to stage and reveal fraught truths to the viewers without any explicit verbal
1

Freud, Sigmund, et al. The Uncanny, Penguin Books, New York, NY, 2003, pp. 124–125.

2

Kristeva, Julia, and Leon Roudiez. “8. Might Not Universality Be Our Own Foreignness?.” Strangers to Ourselves,
Columbia University Press, New York, NY, 1999, pp. 182–183.
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expressions. They do not only apply to my work, but likewise my life outside the studio, to
deflect the complex discomfort that I gain from events that confirm myself as a “foreign native.”
My work process therefore often becomes a routine of a navel-gazing healing process.
The way humor operates in my work is similar to how it operates in Tala Madani‘s work.
She uses slapstick comedy to deflate the atmospheric tension that’s created by a space full of
violence and/or stereotypically masculine acts. Madani effectively utilizes humor in depicting
somewhat heavy topics, including cultural and religious stereotypes and gender roles. This can
create a feeling of dissociation and anxiety along with the release of laughter, which is what I
hope to deliver to the audience through my paintings.

Tala Madani, Nosefall, 2007, oil on linen, 74 3/8 x 82.6/8 in, Charles Saatchi,
https://www.charlessaatchi.com/artworks/nosefall/.

I take some formal and stylistic references from American Realist and American
Regionalist paintings, particularly from artists like Grant Wood, Bo Bartlett, Norman Rockwell,
9

and Andrew Wyeth. American Realism is a suitable example of the ambiguous but also tangible
illustration of what’s embedded in people’s minds as “Americanness,” in which only select
groups of people or communities are portrayed. I sometimes incorporate those scenes or motifs
into my own work, with modifications that shift their meaning. This is why I’ve also been drawn
to Llyn Foulkes’s work that uses and alters well-known television figures and American West
landscapes as representations of old American mythologies like the American Dream. John
Wesley’s cartoonish representations in his paintings remind me of cartoons like Popeye the
Sailor Man or Betty Boop, harking back to vintage aesthetics and delving into the “American
subconscious,”3 as his work is known for. Most of the time, I do not take a position of only
paying tribute to these works, but instead I see them as data to investigate the conventional visual
language of the “American psyche.” They help me tweak the conventional and the vernacular.

John Wesley, Orange Wine, 2003, Acrylic on canvas, 41 x 50 in, Fredericks & Freiser,
https://www.fredericksfreisergallery.com/artists/john-wesley?view=slider#4.
3

Kennedy, Randy. “John Wesley, an Artist Who Couldn't Be Pinned down, Dies at 93.” The New York Times, The
New York Times, 10 Feb. 2022, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/10/obituaries/john-wesley-dead.html.
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***

Good Humor, 2021, oil on canvas, 48 x 48 in

Last year, I painted Good Humor (2021) as my self-portrait enacting a patriotic
American. A woman is dressed in a marine uniform, saluting towards an uninformed being or
object, with a forced smile on her face. All of the information may suggest the subject to be a
navy officer giving a salute, but on the center of her cap is a logo that says “Good Humor.”
Given the fact that “Good Humor” is the name of an ice cream brand and ice cream man, more
specifically the good humor man who wore marine uniforms back in the days, the figure
becomes ambiguous, either a navy officer or an ice cream woman. Consequentially, the purpose
of the salute pose is obscured; one cannot tell if that is an act of patriotism and loyalty or some
11

other gesture with different meanings, which may be completely unrelated to the context of
serving the country. The work implies a question of the genuineness of one’s loyalist attitude
toward a nation, with the national symbol replaced with an arbitrary one.
The book Imagined Communities (1983), by American political scientist Benedict
Anderson, explains why people form and express deep attachments to cultural artifacts of their
home country. Anderson defines a nation as an “imagined political community,”4 or a group
composed of socially constructed communities, then points to print media, such as newspapers,
as the factor that enabled vernacular language and facilitated a sense of deep horizontal
comradery so that the members of the community could “imagine one another in communion,
although the majority of their members don’t know each other.”5 6
Today, the parameters of cultural identities have become broader, more flexible and
variable than they were in the year when the book was published. We cannot pretend that the
current United States is a homogeneous nation, though it never has been like that despite how
certain imageries have tricked us to believe it has been. So, if we strip off the imagined or
fabricated homogeneity from the past, how does nationalism and patriotism exist and operate for
immigrants, nomadic, and diasporic people?
To further explore the nuances of the American vernacular and the challenges of
assimilation, I started my latest body of work by recontextualizing such cultural signifiers. I

4

Anderson, Benedict. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, Verso, London,
2006, pp. 6–7.

5

Anderson, Benedict. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, Verso, London,
2006, pp. 24–26.

6

Seton-Watson, Hugh. Nations and States: An Enquiry into the Origins of Nations and the Politics of Nationalism,
Westview Press, Boulder, CO, 1977, p. 5.
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make paintings that concern Americana as seen through an immigrant’s gaze, to discuss how a
cultural identity infiltrates one’s psyche. Repurposing cliche elements like lawn decorations,
white fences, vintage posters, and classic cartoons, my paintings are intended to generate the
strange feeling I get from watching television in a foreign place. When making a painting, I
reference common American aesthetics from tourist postcards, advertisements, classic TV
shows, national symbols, etc. In my younger years living in Korea, I grew up seeing a lot of
tourist postcards and kids’ songs on sing-along VHS tapes, and I still identify those images as a
form of national nostalgia. My experience of living in the suburbs and in rural towns in the
United States as an Asian also becomes a narrative that frequently appears in each painting.
Some of the other vernacular visual cultures I use as references are what I experienced only
secondhand through the lens of storytelling, TV shows, or films that portray the past in a very
specific light, as if everyone is living in harmony while maintaining their own diverse identities.
By altering these conventional images through my own gaze, I try to interrupt the wavelength of
mainstream Americana, to create uncomfortable and uncanny spaces out of familiar things.

***
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Life is Swell, 2022, oil on canvas, 42 x 56 in

Life is Swell (2022) follows the visual language of vintage postcards for tourists,
depicting the kind of scenes where tourists in bathing suits might sunbathe and swim in coastal
seascapes under the blue sky with seagulls. The font of the word “Welcome” along the top of the
composition is borrowed from the style found on vintage postcards and travel advertisements.
Painted illustrations found in postwar 1950s advertisements deliver the mood of delight and joy
that come from an ideal lifestyle. I interrupted this setting of leisure and pleasure with some
vigorous brushstrokes that represent a splashing wave, which also resembles excrement from two
gulls standing on top of the cliffs. The central figure, an Asian woman, happily poses for the
viewers while the surrounding condition does not seem to be favorable for her. What is hidden
behind the brush marks is a quote that says, “Life is Swell,” as if the meaning of the quote is
challenged by everything that’s happening in the painting.
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There’s a collection of souvenir postcards from the United States that my father bought
while working in South Carolina in the 1980s, which he mailed to my mother in Korea, who
collected and saved them for me to find in my younger age. The postcards I’ve seen all promoted
the same message: a soft propaganda with an illusion of beautiful scenes of an exemplary nation
that guarantees the world’s highest standard of living. They were charming enough to implant
some amount of fantasy and expectation of a life in the United States in my brain. Having gone
through experience of living as both foreigner and citizen in the country, I could immediately
realize that what could not be found in the illustrations in the postcards or advertisements were
Asian bodies. Perhaps one of the main causes for me to feel odd from looking at these references
might be the lack of figures that I can project myself on. This has been barring me from
imagining myself indulging in such moments of pleasure, affirming it only exists as an illusion
that pretends to be available for all American people. Therefore, the presence of Asian figures in
my paintings serves my interest in puncturing the illusion of American homogeneity. As they
interrupt the mundane scenes in suburban settings and assimilate or perform the moments of
leisure that appear in illustrations of tourist attraction sites, the negligence of Asian American
life in the old visual culture is revealed.

***
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New Born Baby (2021), oil on canvas, 46 x 32 in

Returning to Kristeva’s definition of uncanny strangeness and unhomely discomfort, New
Born Baby (2021) suggests a sense of anxiety arising from a familiar and ordinary scene that’s
slightly distorted. The work portrays a cliche lawn or garden with a green grass field. A baby
eagle squeals from a strange-looking bush, which is pierced by a white picket fence. On the
opposite side, a lawn mower charges towards the bush while it aggressively cuts down the grass,
revealing the bare ground of the field. An eerie feeling is exaggerated when a stereotype of a
common ideal is tweaked, like the opening scene in the David Lynch film Blue Velvet (1986), in
which a perfect and peaceful suburban town is juxtaposed with an implication of horrible events
that take place through disturbing scenes with a colony of insects and a man dying from a garden
hose strangling him.
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A decorative banner pops out from the back of the bush in the painting, which reads
“...ome,” suggesting either the word “home” or “welcome.” The banner design itself follows the
style of Americana aesthetics with an American flag motif and floral patterns. Along with other
elements in the work, the banner follows the language of garden decorations in suburbia.
However, it also evokes the experience of an alien being unwelcome in certain neighborhoods
with certain aesthetics, along with the advice for immigrants of color which says: “the more
American flags you see, the less welcome you are.”
Although the images in my paintings may share vintage aesthetics, these ideals are not
dead or extinct. The past few years have seen an outcry for going back to the “good old days.” In
2017, during the first year of Trump’s presidency, my family called off our annual summer
vacation trip to Outer Banks and Myrtle Beach, in the two Carolinas. At that time, we all
encountered some inexplicable fear of entering so-called “red states.” It must have come from
witnessing what had been hidden from our eyes—something we probably knew existed but
neglected to acknowledge. All of the things we had seen on past trips, we were now reflecting on
and realizing might mean this is not a safe place to go—whether it was the half-empty local diner
that told us all the tables had been reserved, the signs planted in people’s front yards saying they
support the Republican senate, the Christian network (that showed no Asian preacher or devotee)
on the television in the inn we stayed in, the broad fields of crops with gigantic tractors, the
landscape trailers, the state logo T-shirts, the bald eagle or goose mascots, the gas station marts
that sell hoagies and hot links, or the truck trailers with images of farm fields… All took away
my tourist’s gaze—all became alarms for us to beware of because these spaces blatantly want to
exclude people they perceive as others.
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What I had believed and perceived as the “nostalgia for the old American values”—that
never existed for someone like me—came back, or rather, it had quietly existed around me and
finally came to the surface, making fun of my delusional belief that these are all past gone. This
is why I find these vintage references not so vintage. They come off as a current that has been
running unnoticed, continuously implementing the false illusion of the “good old days.”
While there’s nothing for me to feel nostalgic about—the aesthetics are from the
romanticized Cold War fifties or Reagan’s eighties, Pax Americana, etc.—learning that my
father and many other first generation Korean immigrants in the ’80s were feeling nostalgic
about America during that time was a strange experience. American nostalgia is oddly
homogeneous, and such homogeneity is a product of the exclusion of certain groups of people
and culture.

***

Be Natural (2021), oil on canvas, 60 x 60 in
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Be Natural (2021) is another spin-off on an advertising cliché. A girl and a boy run
through a field of golden wheat with happy smiles on their faces. There’s a cartoonish face on
the sun looking down on them while its smile is exaggerated. Above the children, the clouds
spell out the phrase, “Be Natural.” This is a classic type of scene that may be found in a
commercial for a product that could improve one’s life. It convinces the viewers that there is
always a solution to their problems, whether they buy a product, select a certain candidate, or
move to a new place. However, the overemphasized happiness starts to make the scene strangely
off-putting. Then, the meaning of the cloud phrase “Be Natural” becomes ironic and absurd,
questioning what it means to be “natural” in the environment they are in.
I’m still unable to tell what exactly they are running toward, probably because I cannot
tell myself where I’m headed in the course of my life as an American. I’m still in a process of
recalibration under the weight of feeling unhomely yet familiar.
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